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There is a hole in my bucky: perspective on
a maverick

Fred Wudl

This small contribution about Prof. Jan C. (Kees) Hummelen shows a part of his scientific life that

involved his stay at UCSB and subsequent developments that were influenced by it. The article

concentrates on Kees’ major contributions to fullerene research and to organic materials science,

particularly organic electronics.

In the process of writing one’s memoir,
some colleagues and friends stand out
and among them is clearly Jan Cornelis
Hummelen (‘‘Kees’’ Hummelen). It must
have been written in some book of fate
that Jan C. Hummelen’s and my path
would cross. He started his formative
research with chirality, or more general,
asymmetry, progressed to symmetry and
ended up in electronic aspects of physi-
cal organic chemistry. His work on chir-
ality dealt with asymmetric synthesis of
epoxides.1 His work on symmetry applied
to highly symmetric molecules, first ada-
mantane derivatives and next the fuller-
enes. The work on organic electronics
was fuelled by his participation in the
discovery of bulk heterojunction solar
cells. In my case, the professional evolu-
tion was very similar, including dealing
with asymmetric synthesis. For my PhD
dissertation I worked on the preparation
of a chiral polymer for the chromato-
graphic optical resolution of amino
acids, where the synthesis of the mono-
mer involved an asymmetric synthesis of
a sulfinate ester.

In this perspective the contributions
to fullerene research in our group at
Santa Barbara as well as Kees’ enormous

contributions to organic electronics will
be presented as a set of ‘‘vignettes’’,
starting with Kees joining our group.

The beginning

One day, I believe in 1993, I received a
note from Dr Jan C. Hummelen, a PhD
organic chemist who wanted to join our
group and who looked like he would be a
good match for the research we were
doing on fullerenes. I invited him to
Santa Barbara and I was pleasantly sur-
prised when he responded to my letter
positively.

When Kees arrived in Santa Barbara
we were heavily involved in all aspects of
fullerene science, from synthetic deriva-
tives to solid-state characterization and
applications. Kees was already familiar
with the isolation and purification of full-
erenes because he had a Dutch patent
application with him as the sole
inventor2 on the chromatographic separa-
tion and purification of C60 and C70.

First steps

Kees’ first publication from our group, in
collaboration with researchers from Emory
University, was on the inhibition of the
protease of the HIV virus. In collaboration
with another Dutch postdoctoral fellow in

the group, Rint Sijbesma, Kees prepared a
relatively water-soluble methanofullerene
that also exhibited low toxicity in mice.3

His next publication with the group was
the discovery that a classical photochemi-
cal reaction, the di-p-methane rearrange-
ment, worked surprisingly well to realize
the rearrangement of a fulleroid to a
methanofullerene.4 Since many addition
reactions to fullerene afford the fulleroid
as the kinetic control product, this simple
rearrangement became useful to convert
this product to a methanofullerene, a more
stable form. Later, together with Rosario
Gonzalez, Kees showed that one can
also achieve the rearrangement with acid
catalysis.5 Together, these processes
opened the access to a large number of
methanofullerene derivatives for applica-
tions in bio-medicine and organic electro-
nics. Eventually Kees would be involved in
25 additional publications between 1994
and 1999 with our group, and an addi-
tional one in 2002.

Thinking outside the
cage

When Kees and Maurizio Prato applied a
self-sensitized photo-oxidation reaction
of fullerenes to an N-MEM substituted
azafulleroid (C60N-MEM), they had dis-
covered the first systematic cage opening
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of a fullerene derivative in the form of a
keto lactam (C60NO2-MEM) (Fig. 1).
When the results were presented in a
group meeting, it was a typical Kees’
thinking to come up with a possible title
for the publication of this result, ‘‘There
is a Hole in My Bucky’’.6 We, of course,
all thought it was a clever suggestion that
Peter Stang, the then editor of JACS,
would not accept and force us to change
it. Much to our surprise, the manuscript
was accepted with its title unchanged.

Though this was a beautiful and
important demonstration that the C60

cage can be opened in a regiospecific
way, it was not as momentous a discovery
as the finding that a carbon atom could
be replaced by a nitrogen atom chemi-
cally (not pyrolytically or by electron
bombardment) under mild conditions.
This was another very Kees-specific dis-
covery in the sense that, when Kees was

presented with what appeared to be a
trivial answer, he questioned it until he
was satisfied with the solution. So, when
the FAB-MS of the ‘‘holey bucky’’ showed
a base-peak at m/z 722 (m/z of C60 = 720),
the average chemist would have con-
cluded that the peak was due to a doubly
protonated fullerene, NOT Kees! He
asked for a high-resolution measurement
and received m/z = 721.9991; calculated
for C59N m/z = 722.03074, for C60H2,
m/z = 722.6577. Therefore the base peak,
within experimental error, had to be
C59N(+). He then set out to try to mimic
the gas-phase reaction with a reaction in
solution phase and soon found out he
could convert the ‘‘holey bucky’’ to the
azafullerene cation with a mild acid-
catalyzed process (Fig. 2).

Gentle reduction of the cation, in situ,
afforded a free radical that was isolated
as the azafullerene dimer (NC59–C59N),

where the cage–cage bond occurred
through the carbon atom a to the nitro-
gen atom. This keen observation resulted
in a Science magazine publication only a
few months after the preparation of the
‘‘holey bucky’’.7 It was clearly an exciting
result that showed the way to a fullerene
cage system with different properties
compared to the original all-carbon cage.

Genuine interdisciplinary
researcher and PCBM

Our group had as a priority truly multi-
disciplinary research, where physicists
from Alan Heeger’s group interacted with
chemists in our group on a daily basis.
So, when Serdar Sariciftci, a visiting
scientist in the Heeger lab, needed some
pure C60 to see if it would participate
as an electron acceptor in a photoin-
duced electron transfer experiment, he
obtained a sample from Kees. Indeed the
combination of a conjugated polymer
invented in our group (MEHPPV) and
Buckminsterfullerene gave a relatively
efficient photovoltaic effect.8

When Kees joined the group we had a
project to make water-soluble fullerene
derivatives to investigate their biomedi-
cal properties. Kees took an undergra-
duate student, Florence LePeq, under
his wing and they synthesized a car-
boxylic acid derivative that was expected
to be water-soluble as its carboxylate
anion. The compound, shortly after its
publication,9 became known as PCBM.
After the successful experiments detailed
in ref. 8, Serdar Sariciftci needed a more
soluble derivative of C60 that would be
more compatible with MEHPPV, so he
asked Kees if he could provide such a
derivative and Kees gave him a sample of
PCBM. The MEHPPV/PCBM combination
gave the highest efficiency organic photo-
voltaic of the day (Fig. 3).10

The new concept of bulk heterojunc-
tion (bhj) solar cells was discovered with
this system. From then on, for many
years, PCBM and its C70 analog were
the ‘‘fruit fly’’ of organic photovoltaics.
Not surprisingly, the demand for these
PCBMs by physicists, physical chemists
and electronic engineers was substan-
tial, so, shortly after his return to the

Fig. 1 Azafulleroid conversion to ‘‘holey bucky’’.6

Fig. 2 Formation of heterofullerene C59N.7
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Netherlands, Kees and his group made
commercially available samples of PCBM,
including fully deuterated samples. It
was clear that after the Science magazine
publication of the first case of a bhj,10

Kees became one of the world leaders in
the physical organic chemistry of organic
photovoltaics. He became part of a Eur-
opean group of scientists that made
exciting and fundamental contributions
to this very important energy conserva-
tion research.

Teaching an old dog new
tricks

After his return to Groningen, Kees main-
tained interdisciplinary collaborations
with physicists and chemists in Europe.
He made very important contributions to
the separation and characterization of
multi-addends to C60. He became an inter-
national exponent in organic electronics
but I believe one of his more interesting
publications is a beautiful extension of
the well-known theoretical approach of
valence-bond (resonance) in organic chem-
istry, to a new concept, namely ‘‘omnicon-
jugation’’.11 This concept is based on an
observation that an apparent cross-
conjugated system would actually allow
through conjugation to all the peripheral
substituents of a p-system if it had the
proper topology. I believe that this led
him into the area of single molecule elec-
tronic devices, a topic that he continued to
research until his retirement.

Today

Over the years, the field of research of
organic materials has resulted in the
preparation of organic metals, organic
superconductors, organic semiconduc-
tors and organic magnets. The last
organic solid-state application that
remained to be explored was thermoelec-
trics. Kees’ group, in the last couple of
years, has made substantial progress in
this area, particularly in the microscale.
There are a number of semiconductor
applications where a high dielectric con-
stant layer is an important component of
the device. Kees’ group has also made
great inroads, within the last two years,
into high dielectric constant materials for
device fabrication with the design of spe-
cific methanofullerene derivatives contain-
ing oligo-PEG and branched oligo-PEG.

Today, Kees is enjoying retirement
in a bucolic setting outside Groningen
with his partner, Gearstje, the academic
advisor to the faculty at Groningen.
Kees is enjoying, among other interests
(jazz piano, etc.), the care of two horses.
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Fig. 3 The structures of MEHPPV and PCBM.
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